
 

 

4 MARKETS APPROACH TO VALUATION 

I have a unique methodology that determines not only the highest value, but also determines the correct buyer with the greatest likelihood of 
closing.  We utilize market driven data to analyze four specific markets to determine current values for any commercial property.  A summary is 
outlined below: 

1) Investment Market: Value as an investment is determined from the net income the property generates (Leases). From 

neighborhood commercial to institutional grade, the net operating income (NOI) existing and/or potential income deter-

mines value for an investor.  Example: Cap Rate   

2) Development Market: Value for a developer is calculated by examining the potential income (Leases) of a future project. De-

velopers will rehab existing buildings, but many times it comes to tear down / demo costs for a new project.  Either way, it’s the 

Leases that determine value.  

3) The Owner User Market: Value to a user is examined by considering a mortgage as a lease, so a building in which you are 

borrowing at 4.00% interest from a lender with only 10% down would be derived by:  

• Divide the annual mortgage payment by the square footage of the building and you get the annual per square foot cost. 

5,000 SF Office Building B + Shape if sold for $300 per SF or $1,500,000.00. 10% down, 4.00% Interest, 300 (month) loan 

term, the annual mortgage would be $85,000 (P&I) = (NNN Lease).  Divided by the 5,000 SF = $17.00 Triple Net (P&I).  

 

• Compare this cost per square foot to the Leasing market for an accurate comparison of property value.  

ILLUSTRATING THIS IN OUR MARKETING MAKES THE DIFFERENCE – MOST AGENTS DON’T UNDERSTAND OR APPLY THIS METHODOLGY 
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4 MARKETS APPROACH TO VALUATION 

4) Leasing Market: The market rate (Lease) governs every aspect of commercial real estate. Detailed analysis of this comparable 
leasing submarkets is used to determine an accurate value of the property.  The most critical component to assessing the value of 
your real estate!  So, if the average rate in your buildings submarket is $24.00 as noted above then PSF the cost to own for 
$1,500,000 equals $17.00 PSF.  This is $7.00 PSF Lower! We can fine tune values and transactions to make transactions fair and 
values are face  

WHO PAYS THE MOST AND HAS THE BEST CHANCE AT CLOSING? 

Right now, Sellers are required to navigate countless scenarios before putting their 
property on the market.  Multiple options can be presented to Sellers such as a sale -
lease back.  This enables a Seller to create and control lease income, thus attracting a 
Buyer. It also provides the Seller with access to the equity. Or, if you have vacancies, 
and are not in the position to invest in capital and/or tenant improvements, you 
should be familiar with selling on a contract (note secured with a deed of trust) and 
compare it to alternatives. When structured properly, charging interest on a contract 
that is secured by the property is a viable option to access equity.   

 

Our process works.  See the insert attached from Costar.  This tracks brokers produc-
tion.  I have 191 Commercial Properties Sold. This puts me in the top 5 of all commer-
cial brokers in Portland.  When talking to other brokers, have them provide you with 
their costar production and compare.  Experience proves to be a valuable asset when 
attempting to mitigate both the frequency and severity of mistakes that can arise. Be 
discerning before you trust people. Slow down and get it right.  

http://www.commercialblack.com
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